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Enhanced economy oblivion

Okay, so I went through a lot of frustration with Oblivion bc/I came on the scene late with this game and there are very few basic exercises out there to prepare you for a date, so here's one that can help you if you're new. Step 1 A Do not first install the poasity in the program files. Instead, make a folder in the user partition for being a mistake. This should
make Vista happy about modding and changing the game. If you put it in program files, Vista will give you hell every time you try to change it if it even runs. B STOP!! Have you recently purchased a game? Most of the articles are old and they'll tell you to patch it. DO NOT EVEN OBSESS THE GAME OF THE YEAR SUPPLEMENT. This is already a recent
version and it navigates with the official patch will destabilize your game. Step 2 After installing The Afteray, download these programs. I know it's terrible, but believe me, you're going to thank God you did in the end. OBMM - to install and organize mods Wrye Bash - To integrate boss mods - Auto sorts its mods with one click. No more endless. Tes4edit -
Tells you what mods are at odds. OBSE - Scripting software required for most super cool mods This will take you hr to set and install and will save you helpless amounts of time and frustration. Without them, you won't enjoy a much-changed trombone... Unless you're a masochist. Step 3 Down upload some mod lists. Buddah has one on the TES Nexus and
the other needs to be found. These are extensive and contain links to thousands of Fashions Step 4 Download unofficial patches. Make sure you do everything through OBMM so that all the fashions can be easily removed. Otherwise, the forget folder will become a complex reference to unwanted files. Only texture files for bodies, faces, maps; and plug-ins
for OBSE should be uploaded directly to your oblivion directory now. (more OBMM instructions forward) Step 5 Optimize your graphics. Posoification is a stuttering nightmare without these accessories. Especially if you want to have a lot of mods, are running from Lappy (like me) or have an older computer You are NEEDED HRMN's Oblivion Script
Optimization – Keeps its scripts to be silly long and slows down the game. LOAD FIRST (The boss will also tell you this :-P). CALM FEET - DOUBLY NEEDED FOR LAPPYS. The sounds of oblivion walking are witnessed and will weigh your soundcard without it. Streamlining 3.1 - People will tell you that this slows down your game. These are fools who
installed this by default without experimenting with settings. After installation, read the configuration information and edit Streamline ini to match your computer. BY DEFAULT, IT WILL PROBABLY SLOW YOU DOWN!! Especially bring the fps area up, set the fight fps very low (I have it at 3), approximate the fog, allow the neckline for fog, increase the interval
between Streamsaves and lower the cache clearing rate (this is important if your GFX card is like your CPU (just like me). Note: If your point is to stife your GFX card or plan an overclock you may want to go another way and set the cache-clearing high). Squeeze until you find the right settings. UNIFIED works!!! You have to be patient and scientific with this:
experiment, experiment. Lowpoly Grass/Short Grass - There are many versions of this. The posh grass will eat your cpu and loading choppy without it. Step 6 Okay now the part you've been waiting for, the fun part. Modding. Honestly sometimes I think modding is more fun than playing the game. Essentials Not too much to consider essential, but here are
some MMM – I tried every failed. It's the only one I'm using right now. For? Because it doesn't plug the nose into every ^&amp;%!!! function of the game. If you use other reviews welcome to the world of endless conflict and looking for compatible mods. MMM increases problems so that mods won't be uber for comparison, and it adds a whole bunch of
creatures and objects to leveled lists. All other features are modular, so you can avoid conflict. I strongly oppose other reviews. COBL - Use it, love it, download every mod you love too. COBL has its mods 'friendly' to each other. Absolutely essential if you want to have: custom houses or realism (fashion survival). This mod is a great bc/ it makes Oblivion
always an unexpected experience. Components (such as items and food) that you install will no longer be limited to their set locations, and may appear in other locations. Better cities - The relived cities are flat out bland without it. Simplify the simplification notes, but your FPS will be lower in places. Still worth the hit. Lethal reflex - Cut off the heads of your
enemies and flay them with fireballs. It's an essential test game. If there's anything to be opposed to this, get rid of it. Supreme Magicka Update - Magic in Vanilla Oblivion is a flat out of a senseless. Without this fashion, you're going to find it hard to be a pure mag. It has a compatible version of Deadly Reflex. (other options: LAME and Midas Magic or ALL
TRI. Make sure you use BOSS to sort them, otherwise you will have bad conflicts). OBSE -Elys- Universal Silent Voice - Needed for most quest mods bc/ without it will not be on the NPC account the dialogue will not remain on the screen for more than a moment. You'll need it unless you're a speedreader boundless Cyrodil – Needed for all the fashions that
expand the geography of the game's world of Companion Share and Recruit – Made by the most creative modder for this game (IMO) is a simple but scalable companion recruiter. Now you can recruit any NPC name in the game!! You don't get any other recruiters, they're all more limited than toasters and probably more likely conflict. TNGD and Ozmo's
Textures – A woman's mesh body based on HGEC that doesn't look like it was the hormone adds adolescent and really nice textures to go with it. Without this poshness, women will be pasty-looking dolls. Note: After installing these or other direct changes to the Oblivion directory, use the OBMM Archive Undo tool, otherwise they will not appear. Also make
sure to update your vanilla armor to a new body type, otherwise they may not fit. Robert's male body - I don't wear it because I don't play men's tones and I don't want to see them without their armor, but if you want it. Level Slow - Many versions of this. Bring the simplest so as not to conflict with other skill adjustments. If you don't have levels slowly you will
progress so quickly that you will miss out on huge swathes of gameplay. All +5 Attributes - Yes it's a bit deceitful but who wants to be constantly worried about what skill they are advancing and how many times they have progressed it. There are other versions, but I recommend this one bc / this is the most simple I found. It eliminates a problem that allows
you to get involved in the world of the game and is unlikely to conflict with other fashions. Non-essentials Mods you can't pass crowded roads/crowded places – When you wonder why cyrodil vanilla is empty. Did the plague just hit the fucking town? These fashions take care of it. Be careful with crowded cities and better cities. They work together, but yours
will be even more high in urban areas. Worth it on my computer. Note: Don't try to recruit these accessories with toasters mod. Vampire reavli - You'll need this if you're going to become a vampire, unless you want your toon to have ronald reagan's face by the end of the game. You can choose from a number of people, but choose the best bc/ all are in
conflict with each other. Physical Throwable Crates'n Chests Gold Edition - at first I recommended it here bc/ is both an amazing mod and truly revolutionizes the physics engine. However, the amount of errors in this have removed me. After the removal, I also noticed a significant gain in FPS. If you've got so many items in your bike, it really slows you down.
However, if you have a massively strong komp and massively powerful toon that can rearrange NPC shelves and beds when they go berserk, you might want to try. Stealth Overhaul - Do stealth work as it should. It allows sniping and punishes you for stabbing clay or pping yourself in heavy armor. Essential for stealth toons. Living Economy - Repairs and
expands the merkancil system. Do so that you get more credit skills for selling a large number of items (in valilla sales 9999999999 the potions in the pile is the same as selling 1 potion in terms of XP). Natural environment - Good mod textures for the world space. Note: Don't make vegetation bigger if you're using Better Places. This will cause a lot of cutting.
Combat Fumbling - Punishing you for opening during the fight. Who can make heavy armor while fighting 10 daeders? Without this you will be tempted to open your inventory and the fight will not interfere. The game has become twice as immersed and three times more fun after I installed it. CraftyBits – I haven't experimented much with it, but I like what I see
so far. It's a submersible craft system. And it works at COBL. Everything that works with COBL is a good bet, because COBL has been designed by modders who take care to reduce conflict and increase integration, and only the modders of the same thought settings use it. Legendary Abilities &amp; Elys Uncapper – Allows all your abilities and abilities to
break 100 obstacles; and NPCs too :-) (except alchemy, for which you will need a separate testicles) Realistic force - Many versions of this. Find a new one. Without it, the bodies that will be struck by the spells will fly straight into the air and collapse as if they were made of a putty. Mods to avoid large restructures - Mods must be... Modular. Big reviews other
than MMM defeat the purpose of modding by trying to fix everything in the game in one shot. They will prevent you from using many other fashions that may be interesting in their own way and many of their edits will be less date and less creative than those that are existing independently. Unpopular body eyes - DO NOT download body meshes that are not
currently used and many players. Stick to two big eyes (Roberts or HGEC [of which the TGND version is]). If you choose obscured or old eyes, you will severely limit your choice of clothing. Too many complicated mods – You'll have 100s mods installed until the time you've done. If you download those who have 5 different hotkeys, bewildering settings and
the like, you will quickly lose. Even a simple building interface is proof of the simple scripting that lies behind this interface. This will make simple fashions easier to run and have fewer conflicts. From dark fashions - You walk through Cyrodil and suddenly you find a skyscraper... These types of fashion are initially handsome, but they get old fast. All the
daedric chainsaws aside, try to stick to the game theme and you will have a more immersive experience. God Mode mods - These fashions are also aging fast. At least try to keep the game challenging by leveling the player and monster buffing mods. Visual fashion without pictures - If the modder downloaded the house but was not bothered to post a picture
of it, you pretty much knew it wasn't worth living in. Modders who are proud of their work will usually spam their connection to images of their beauty, these are the fashions you want. Mods with comments from disabled people - Would you trust a government that doesn't allow people to criticize it? Don't trust any fashions that disable comments. The only mod
that ever really &amp;^$$!! in my game comments were disabled. Maybe the author got tired of people telling him: 'You*&amp;^$!! in my game! Set step 7 USE OBMM for all mods textures/plugin. That's easy! Just do a temp folder, move mod's raw data into it (containing the ensuing file path [set this way already in most all fashions]). Now hit the create on
the OBMM screen and select this folder. Right click on mods esp and select import details. That'il add a name. Edit the description and read me if you want (usually I put the loading order and conflict notes into the description so that you can easily see them with a mouse-over) then hit create OMOD. It will be compact and the walla you are finished. Now just
select it on the mods screen and hit activate it to activate it. Now use Boss for sorting. Make sure to click the bat file not exe. It will be an automatic sort and tells you everything you didn't know. Sort them using OBMM and place them close to similar fashions. The boss is not a ghost and he makes mistakes. Always double-check. For example, when I use
BOSS to lethal reflex 1/3 up in order of load and fractures the testicles. Now open wrye bash and do a smashed patch. Right click on the bashed patch in the mods tab (there must be one along with the other modi that you have installed) and select restore patch. In general, you can combine anything that is measurable and import everything that is
importable bc/ if it appears, which means that the author thought it. He knows more about their fashion than you do! WB will give you other options as well as some of these are specific to COBL. Click the Help icon at the bottom left to learn more. Once the patch is built, make sure that WB deactivates all modes that are just importing. This is normal, but not
always automatic. If they're not detected, you'll get a CTD. Start your game using OBSE exe (NOT DEFAULT OBZABO) When you are in the world of the game for a bit hit ctrl / home open your steam menu. Hit additional options and initialize the new settings. Consider any changes, good or bad. You're going to have to turn it off again. If you get any
weirdness or CTDs, they open Tes4edit and smell around your testicles (it opens the tree on the left and shows the conflicts of the path on the right). Find all red lines. Red means conflict. Safe bet: if you see a lot of red, get rid of it. Step 8 Vista Sucks Yes really true. If you have Vista here are some options Disable UAC. Second operation to control the
fascist Vista file. If you've followed step 1A, this may not be a problem for you, so don't disable it unless it's really necessary. If necessary, the function is disabled in MSCONFIG. *Note: This can make you more vulnerable to viruses, so be careful if you're disabled just visit safe places. This may be a good time to stop surfing for anything related to porn.. Run
oblivion and all the software oblivion in compatibility mode- You can access this through the Control Panel/Programs window. Make sure you have selected all the exe associated with the game, including the OBSE loader. Run all applications (especially OBSE as admin [right-click to find the option]). Or simply set them to run as an administrator. This option
is in the same place as compatibility mode. Next time you buy komp do not get Vista. In fact, avoid everything with a Microsoft tag. Microsoft and its subsidiaries are a monopoly and the monopoly business model does not include making a better product. Step 9 Nvidia Sucks Yes really really. Download all nvidia black screen fixes. There are many bc them /
there is more than one nvidia blackscreen error Update drivers Set your GFX card to 60 fps The next time you buy komp do not get nvidia card. Step 10 Other things that help run all the game's smooth Virtual Memory - It's set low by default on many komps. Your RAM can be doubled (if you have enough disk space). Find a tutorial if you do not know to
change it. Start up - Open msconfig on the startup screen in the Start menu. Get rid of all this relentless shit that Windows is uploading to your computer. Or even better open task manager to find your exes select an open file location and allow them to feel the rage of your shift-delete. Note: DO NOT SHIFT-DELETE WINDOWS SYSTEM FILES OR
HARDWARE SYSTEM FILES!!!! Google to find all unknown exe is to be sure. Note: If you are on Vista remember to think that the computer owner is not you. So you will need freeware to delete some nasty exe's or it will stop you. I recommend File Assasin. The shift is armed with a Hatori-Hanza katana. This will put out your digital gamad. Get Auslogics
Defrag - It kicks shit out of windows default defragger (not a difficult task). It's freeware, which means that the virus is spreading so it's great. Run it after installing Oblivion or all large fashions. Get a registry optimizer – I use MZ Registry Optimizer. It is also freewaree. It's also great. Step 11 Enjoy Playing the best game ever (which is ironically the worst game
ever if you don't follow many of the above steps). You won't need another game for a long time and you will never have to pay for expansion. And remember! Thank all the modders who are doing a good job, so they're going to keep doing it! Reference Backing up Oblivion How to install Oblivion with patches Correcting slow games Sound problems
Prevention bugs and crashing into Oblivion Oblivion Mod Manager how-to site Vista considerations
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